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The final volume in this incredible YA trilogy which will see Sebastian and JosephineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

fates finally sealedÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Sebastian GreyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s sole purpose is to be a guardian for secretive

gypsy clans and to protect the girl he loves, Josephine Romany. But what happens when your

guardian is the one in trouble?When Kari Corsi is found dead in his trailer, all evidence points to him

being killed by a shadow creature. This is a threat to the entire clan: frightened, rumours begin to

spread among them, and Sebastian becomes the main suspect.Josephine must risk everything to

find the inner strength to save Sebastian and uncover the true killer. Then, and only then, can they

be together. Can they prove that love is stronger than stone?
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Such an excellent and exciting finale to the Romany Outcasts Series. The author kept me on the

edge of my seat as secrets are unraveled and the fates of the lead characters are revealed. It is

refreshing to read such an original story with rich detail and well developed characters, and keeps

us riveted with the time old tale of good vs. evil- where we find ourselves rooting for the heroes and



willing for good to win out against evil in a world where the lines between sides aren't simply black

and white. This series does not disappoint. Highly recommended.

I thought this was a great conclusion to the series. I enjoyed the book taking place in Savannah,

and how the author included the city's history into the story. While I wished Josephine and

Sebastian could have spent more time together during this book, I appreciated the flashbacks to

remind us of their interactions and how they felt towards and around one another.I also liked getting

to explore the secondary characters and their journeys more in this one. (And also learning more

about the gypsy outcast society as a whole.)Definitely recommend this series.

I was so ready to learn the outcome of this trilogy, and I wasn't disappointed! I was hooked from

Book One. I loved Sebastian and Josephine and their intriguing story. Thanks, Christi J. Whitney for

this amazing adventure!

This was a great ending to an exciting series! Whitney writes romantic tension in such an exciting,

yet clean and innocent way. Love all of it, but I can't lie - love the romance a lot :)

Best one of the series by far! I loved how intense it was.

Wonderful book! Loved the entire series and cannot wait to see what Christi J. Whitney comes up

with next!

Entertaining, full of surprises, suspense, and deep love.
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